Fluency offers a SIEM solution that is between that of a fully managed version and an automated unmanned version. The consolidated view of their log monitoring assets saves me time. In fact, I regain 35% of my workday with Fluency! Now I monitor two portals instead of six. When you are handling a million alerts a day the Risk score is a sure warning of what is a priority alert. Admittedly, price was a key factor in choosing Fluency. They came in considerably less than their competitors. Candidly, Fluency deserves to be successful for all their hard work and focus on the client.
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Fluency’s SIEM tool has a Sophisticated scoring algorithm; The product provides a great signal to noise ratio.

Several unique features set Fluency apart from other offerings in the SIEM space. These features include behavior profiling which aggregates scores from individual risks into a single risk metric. This approach lets the Security Analyst focus on high-risk events requiring immediate action, while low impact or routine events are archived for later review.

Fluency improves the signal to noise ratio in the security data, resulting in a better and more effective event monitoring tool. This feature enables small IT teams to be more efficient.
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